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INTRODUCTION
A.I.D.A. IOT Platform powered by WMS is a Web Platform developed by Field to 

manage Geotechnical, Structural, Rail, Tunneling, Dams, Enviromental and Smart 

Cities data from monitoring systems, with the possibility of importing and 

managing manual measurements.
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What is AIDA WMS

AIDA WMS is the acronym of Artificial 
Intelligence Data Analysis, a web space 
directly accessible and dedicated to 
the Customer to manage data from 
monitoring systems
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Where AIDA WMS is used
AIDA WMS is applicable to the most varied 
monitoring systems used in different 
areas, including:
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Installato all’interno di server 
di proprietà Field

How it works
A.I.D.A. is based on SQL Server database 
(Structured Query Language) the most 
popular query language among those 
used for interaction with the main 
databases, especially relational.
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How it works
Data sensors  manually collected are uploaded by the operator in dedicated FTP folders and 
divided by project

The sensor data recorded by the dataloggers in the field are sent by means of GPRS technology 
to dedicated FTP folders divided by project
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How it works
The files are read and 
processed according to 
the established standards 
and inserted into the DB3 
database Field Property

The data is processed for a 
first automatic validation on 
the basis of parameters set in 
the configuration phase

then data are divided and 
the consultation areas 

are created
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How it works
By a browser and an internet 
connection, the accredited User by 
logging on to the address wms.fieldsrl.it
can access the dedicated pages of his 
project via user and password
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In the «DEVICES» section, the user 
has the ability to hierarchically 
consult their monitoring system 
and, if enabled, can interact with it 
(offset, annotation, konstant, 
thresholds).

In this section we find:

Section «                     »
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The <<INSTRUMENTS>> 
section allows the user to 

consult all the gauge present 
within the monitoring system, 
also if enabled, is able to interact 
with them by entering offsets, 
constants, notes or manage the 
set alarm thresholds.

CLICK ON IMAGE
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CLICK ON IMAGE

The <<VIBROMETRY>> 
section is dedicated to the 

processing and graphing of 
vibrometric measurements 
according to the legislation 
UNI9916-2004 and accelerometric
measurements.
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CLICK ON IMAGE

The<<INCLINOMETERS>> 
section is dedicated to the 

make the charts of both manual and 
automatic inclinometric
measurements according to 
conventional standards.
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CLICK ON IMAGE

Section <<TUNNELS>> is
dedicated to the analysis of 

the convergence and deformation 
measurements of the tunnel lining.
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CLICK ON IMAGE

Section <<DATA COLLECTOR>> 
allows the user to see the raw 

data and those processed in table 
and graph format.
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Section «                     »

In the section «CHARTS», user has the 
possibility to consult the data through 
preset graphs, or independently, can 
generate customized graphs with the 
possibility to save them.

In this section we find:
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CLICK ON IMAGE

Section<<CHART 
MANAGER>> allows user to 

create customized graphics for 
both graphical and tabular 
consultation, also can save them 
in the «presets» section to be 
consulted in the future.
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CLICK ON IMAGE

Into section <<PRESETS>>,
Field preset interactive graphs 

are displayed according to the agreed 
specifications. 
These can be:

▪ standard series

▪ scatter series

▪ cartesian

▪ polar

▪ column charts
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Section «                     »

Into section«DASHBOARDS» user has the 
possibility to consult a prefabricated 
dashboard or create custom ones. Inside 
you can insert:

▪ Charts

▪ Gauges

▪ Images

▪ Text
CLICK ON IMAGE
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Section «                     »

Into section «REPORTS» user has the 
ability to generate automatically or 
through a data filter, a report/ document 
in which graphs and tables are included 
using charts and data already defined in 
the system. 
The report can be saved in format .pdf.

CLICK ON IMAGE
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Section «                     »
Into section «MAPS» user can consult the 
synoptic maps with the location of the 
monitoring system instruments, these can 
be of type:

CLICK ON IMAGE

▪ Vectorial

▪ Images

▪ GIS
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Section «                     »

Into section «ARCHIVE» user is able to 
view documents, images and information 
that are inserted in automatic or manual 
mode within FTP folders or WMS. 
In this section we find:

In this section we find:
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CLICK ON IMAGE

Section <<DOCUMENTS>> 
contains the documents placed 

inside the FTP folder and allows the 
user to view them and save them on 
their device.
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CLICK ON IMAGE

Section <<IMAGES>> contains 
the pictures and/or images 

inserted in the FTP folder and allows 
the user to view and save them on their 
device.
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CLICK ON IMAGE

Section <<JOURNALS>> 
allows the user to use the WMS 

as a work site journal, these can be 
edited only by users enabled with the 
ability to attach downloadable files.
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Section «                     »

Into section «CUSTOM» user has the 
possibility to use custom functions that 
allow automatisms:

▪ Links

▪ Spread sheets

▪ Modules (Commands)
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Section «                           »

Section «SYSTEM MONITOR» allows user 
to monitor the status of the system in the 
field by verifying the presence of any
alarms.

CLICK ON IMAGE
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 Validation, visualization and automatic data conversion;

 Analysis and visualization of raw, processed and graphied data;

 full integration with most monitoring systems on the market;

 "Chart Manager" function for the comparison of measures of instruments of different 
types;

 advanced configuration of alarms by sending SMS/Email, for exceeding threshold and 
stopped alarms and management of external alarm systems (sirens, traffic lights, etc.);

 dashboard to display the alarm status of each instrument;

 customization of the main parameters of each graph co (scales, colors, thicknesses, etc.) 
with the possibility of permanent saving of changes made on your device;

 preparation of automatic and periodic reports;

 georeferencing;

 display of interactive synoptic tables in vector format, image and geo maps;

 setting different levels and access privileges;

 algorithmic-statistical data processing according to covariant effects such as thermal 
compensation through the "Fieldstat2" SW, based on the method of least squares;

 display of images and videos from video surveillance systems;

 ability to filter and save Excel printouts and graphs in image and PDF format;

 manual data implementations directly from Excel files;

 multilingual software

 documents section where you can upload photographers and, reports, diagrams, projects, 
etc.;

 ad hoc synoptic table, with display of TBM parameters and related rings;

 configuration of a custom home-page

 Linear and logarithmic Trend Lines functionality in both free-series graphs (values/distance) 
and standard graphs (values/time);

 Integration with CNR algorithm for cumulative calculation/period in the analysis of 
pluviometric data.

Main features



“Results expectation ruins the gage innocence.

The gage is innocent till proven guilty due to design or 
due to interaction with material around it”

Alex Feldman
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